TEN TOP TIPS:
Healthy remote working
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PUT SAFETY FIRST
Encourage managers to conduct electronic risk assessments with their teams, to
ensure the home workplace is suitable. Make sure all workers know about your health
and safety policies. If you supply equipment it must pass relevant safety tests.

KNOW WHEN TO STEP AWAY FROM YOUR DESK
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Be clear about when your working day begins and ends and take breaks to refresh. When work is over, be
sure you switch off to avoid burnout. Cultivate healthy habits such as taking exercise and fresh air every day.
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MINIMISE STRESS
People managers should set clear expectations about the way employees should deliver and
receive communications throughout the working day. This will help alleviate pressure and anxiety.

HAVE A DAILY VIRTUAL HUDDLE
This is essential for keeping connected and a means for line managers to check in on their team’s physical
and mental well-being, and discuss any additional support they need to fulfil their roles from home.
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FOSTER RELATIONSHIPS
Make time for non-work chats as you would in the workplace
and use video calling to maintain face-to-face contact.

SHOW THE BIG PICTURE BUT PREPARE TO FLEX
People managers should remind teams of the big picture and how their work fits into it. If some members
can’t carry out all their usual work, consider other skills they can lend to others to meet team goals.
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SET EXPECTATIONS AND TRUST YOUR COLLEAGUES
Be clear about mutual expectations and trust your colleagues to get on without micromanaging. Focus on
results rather than activity. Working relationships can deteriorate quickly and well-being suffer without trust.

BE KIND
Remote conversations can easily be misinterpreted as it’s harder to read body language,
tone of voice and other visual and audio cues. Stay mindful of this when delivering difficult
messages or feedback. Challenging times call for greater sensitivity and kindness.
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DISCOURAGE PRESENTEEISM
If you’re unwell, take leave and do your best to give an update or handover on urgent work. As a
manager or team leader, encourage people to take time off if unwell and model the behaviour yourself.

OFFER SUPPORT ON WELLBEING
Organisations should remind staff of their existing health and well-being benefits (such as employee
assistance programmes or occupational health) and how to access them when working remotely.

For more information and resources visit
cipd.ae/knowledge/coronavirus
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